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During the 1977, 1979, and 1980 winter fly-in (WINFLY) peri-
ods, E. C. Dick and colleagues studied the etiology and epi-
demiology of symptomatic respiratory infection (SRI) at Scott
Base. This base (population 12-23 persons during WINFLY), a
New Zealand scientific installation, is located on Pram Point
approximately 2 miles by road from the larger U.S.-managed
McMurdo Station (population approximately 200 during
WINFLY).

During WINFLY 1977, 1979, and the first 21/2 weeks of WINFLY

1980, sRi's at Scott Base were few to nonexistent. At the outset
of WINFLY 1977, three new Scott Base residents arrived from
New Zealand with mild-to-moderate colds, and two rhinovi-
rus types-67 and 86—were cultured therefrom. There were
no additional respiratory illnesses, nor any seroconversions,
among Scott Base personnel during this 6-week period, even
though more than half the 22-person population was suscep-
tible to these agents (serum antibody titers of < 1:8). Nor did
Scott Base share in a WINFLY 1977 outbreak of adenovirus 21
disease at McMurdo, as might have been expected since aden-
ovirus 21 is one of the serotypes often associated with epidem-
ics (Foy and Grayston 1976). That no outbreak occurred at Scott
Base is particularly surprising since 19 of the 22 Scott Base
residents were susceptible (serum antibody titer of < 1:3).

Scott Base and McMurdo personnel were together nearly every

day, and there was much intermingling in the recreational
areas of the two installations.

During WINFLY 1979, there was evidence of modest intrabase
virus dissemination in the 23-person Scott Base population
(figure 1). Four men arrived from New Zealand with mild-to-
moderate SRI's. Influenza B virus was grown from two indi-
viduals, both of whom had influenza-like illnesses (see 30
August data). The other entering cases were typical colds, and
efforts to diagnose these etiologically have been unsuccessful
to date. There were one second-generation influenza B case
(6 September) and five other etiologically undiagnosed colds
over the remaining 5 weeks of WINFLY. Simultaneous with the
Scott Base cases, there was a widespread outbreak of influenza
B and rhinovirus-caused SRI at McMurdo Station.

The epidemiology of SRI during WINFLY 1980 differed mark-
edly from that of prior years in that there was a sharp outbreak
of SRI during the last half of WINFLY (figure 2). As usual, none
of the winter-over personnel at Scott Base had a cold at the
outset of WINFLY, and for the first 19 days there were no colds
in the 12-man population. There were only two new arrivals,
and neither had a cold. There were the usual frequent visits
between the personnel of McMurdo and Scott Base. Especially
notable was a very crowded party on 6 September held in a
McMurdo lounge. At least five men from Scott Base attended
this function and stayed several hours; none of them caught
a cold, despite the fact that the Americans at McMurdo were
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Figure 1. Incidence and prevalence of symptomatic respiratory
Infection (SRI) in 23 residents (10 winter-over personnel and 13
newcomers) at Scott Base, 1979 winter fly-in period. The numerals
at the top of the columns indicate actual number of cases. Counted
as "antarctic cases" are those that occurred in winter-over per-
sonnel or in newcomers after 4 days in residence. Influenza B was
Isolated from the two cases beginning on 30 October and from one
of the two cases beginning 6 September.
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Figure 2. Incidence and prevalence of symptomatic respiratory
Infection (SRI) in 12 residents (10 winter-over personnel and 2 new-
comers) at Scott Base, 1980 winter fly-in period. The numerals at
the top of the columns indicate actual number of cases. The winter-
over party was held at Scott Base.

suffering from sRi's caused by adenoviruses, rhinoviruses,
parainfluenza viruses, and unidentified agents. Since we had
observed very little, if any, interbase dissemination in 1977
and 1979, the absence of infected Scott Base personnel after
what would appear to have been substantial exposure was not
considered unusual. Accordingly, the sharp outbreak of SRI

that followed a later, Scott Base-hosted party (approximately
40 people) for Americans and New Zealanders who were just
completing their overwintering ordeal was unexpected. Even-
tually, 9 of the 12 Scott Base residents caught colds.

One case (12 September) began the day before the party,
and it is possible that he alone caused the outbreak. However,
this seems unlikely in view of the history of poor intrabase
spread. Also, this individual's symptoms were extremely mild
until September 15, and there is evidence from our laboratory

(D'Alessio et al. 1976; Dick and Chesney 1981) as well as from
others (Fox, Cooney, and Hall 1975) that mild colds spread
poorly, if at all. It seems more likely that the six Americans
from McMurdo who had colds and attended the party, plus
perhaps the one New Zealander, caused the five colds that
became symptomatic between 15 and 17 September, and pos-
sibly those that began 19 and 20 September. The incubation
period of most colds is 2-5 days, but it can go as high as about
8 days (Evans 1976).

There were at least two viruses at Scott Base during this
small epidemic, as the last two cases (27 and 28 September)
were second colds.

As yet we have been unable to isolate the viruses causing
this outbreak.

We are extremely grateful to the personnel of Scott Base and
McMurdo Station for their indispensable help.
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In humans, protection from acute respiratory tract infections
(RTI's) is associated largely with the antiviral and antibacterial
substances present in the mucus blanket on the surface of the
respiratory mucosa. Such substances include immunoglobulin
A (IgA), interferon, siderophilin, and lysozyme. Secretory IgA

plays a major role in protecting against viral and bacterial
infections. The concentration of IgA in nasal washings from
humans appears to vary markedly between individuals but is
remarkably constant for each individual. Low concentrations
of secretory IgA have been shown to correlate with increased
susceptibility to infection. RTI's generally are followed by a
transitory rise in IgA levels in human nasal washings, with
peak levels frequently occurring between 2 and 4 weeks after
onset of illness; however, specific IgA may persist for several
months (Rossen, Kasel, and Couch 1971). A close functional
relationship appears to exist between lysozyme and secretory
IgA. Lysozyme is an enzyme possessing bacterolytic activity
which is greatly enhanced by the presence of specific IgA (Hill
and Porter 1974).

South Pole Station provides an extreme environment where
wintering personnel experience great changes in temperature
and humidity each time they move from indoor to outdoor
environments. We have demonstrated that the transition from
an indoor to an outdoor environment at South Pole alters the
total protein content of human nasal secretions (Muchmore et
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